The Schizosaccharomyes pombe Tf1 element shows to which these elements have evolved sophisticated a different targeting strategy, integrating preferentially targeting specificities that befit their replication styles.
upstream of PolII transcribed genes (Singleton and Studies of integration targeting are also topical due Levin, 2002). Though different from the Tys, the Tf1 stratto recent setbacks in human gene therapy. Retroviral egy achieves the same result-integration into a benign vectors are commonly used for delivery of therapeutic genomic region. sequences in patients. However, integration of retroviral The Ty5 element displays still another integration sequences near protooncogenes has long been known specificity, with 95% of new insertions taking place in to be capable of activating their expression, contributing heterochromatin at telomeres or the silent mating loci to tumorigenesis in animal models (Coffin et al., 1997) .
(HML and HMR). These sites also seem to tolerate inserUnfortunately, insertional activation has also recently tions without adverse effects on the host cell. A striking been seen in two patients undergoing retrovirus-based series of recent experiments from Voytas and coworkers gene therapy (Check, 2002) Tar- ing came when Burgess and coworkers checked whether promoters were favored for integration. To approximate geting was not all-or-nothing-only 14% of new integration events were at the lexA sites-but the experiment the positions of promoters, they examined a window to either side of the start points of transcription, which did strongly support the tethering mechanism.
These results set the stage for targeting integration are now mapped for many genes. They found that fully 16.8% of integration events took place in a two kilobase by entirely new protein-protein interactions. The short targeting domain in Ty5 IN was replaced with two other window centered on the transcription start, but the positive effect was quite localized, dropping off by about 5 short peptides that bind tightly to known proteins, either a 13 amino-acid motif from Rad9 that mediates binding kb in either direction. Integration frequency was also assessed at CpG islands, which are commonly associto the two forkhead-associated (FHA) domains of Rad53p, or a 12 amino acid proline-rich motif from human NpwBP ated with promoters in humans, revealing that 17% of integration events were within 1 kb of CpG islands, eight that binds the WW domain of Npw38. The ligand binding regions of Rad53p and Npw38 were each fused to lexA times higher than for random sites. A similar study of HIV sites showed no such bias in favor of promoters. and targeting by Ty5 assessed. Impressively, new integration hotspots (10%-15% of events) were seen at lexA While the detailed mechanism of retroviral integration targeting is unknown, the above studies can be comfortoperators when the appropriate binding partners were present. These beautiful experiments provide the ably accommodated in tethering models, as with the yeast retrotransposons. An early model for retroviral strongest evidence yet that a tethering mechanism can account for retroelement targeting in vivo.
targeting suggested that open chromatin near active genes was favored, explaining favored integration at tinctive pattern of preferred sites in the human genome. Sleeping Beauty is a cut-and-paste DNA transposon that excises its DNA and integrates using a transposase enzyme related to the retroviral INs. Sleeping Beauty integrates relatively indiscriminately, but oddly avoids Alu elements. Possibly this is because Sleeping Beauty strongly favors a particular sequence at integration target sites, and the recognition sequence may be rare in Alus (Vigdal et al., 2002) .
The relationship between integration targeting by these three elements and their evolutionary persistence is only beginning to be explored. Possible contributions of tethering to the targeting mechanisms are as yet uninvestigated. However, genome-wide surveys like those above are beginning to pose the questions for the next round of mechanistic studies.
In summary, studies of yeast retrotransposons strongly support a tethering mechanism for integration site selection, and studies of MLV and HIV are beginning to point to a tethering mechanism as well. Considering the field more broadly, these studies and other genome-wide surveys are revealing much about the selective pressures directing target site selection by integrating elements. Given that eukaryotic genomes are largely composed of sequences derived from integrating parasites (at least 40% in humans), these studies can tell us much about how our own genomes were formed.
